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Testable JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2013

	
		You have to test your code, so why not make the process as easy and painless as possible?
	
		Client-side JavaScript is especially difficult to test properly, as we have very little control
	
		over the environment within which our code runs. Multiple operating systems, multiple
	
		versions of operating systems, multiple...
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Non-linear Modeling and Analysis of Solids and StructuresCambridge University Press, 2009
This book presents a theoretical treatment of nonlinear behavior of solids and structures in such a way that it is suitable for numerical computation, typically using the Finite Element Method. Starting out from elementary concepts, the author systematically uses the principle of virtual work, initially illustrated by truss structures, to give a...
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Mathematical Methods for Mechanics: A Handbook with MATLAB ExperimentsSpringer, 2008
The interaction between mathematics and mechanics is a never ending source of new developments. This present textbook includes a wide –ranging spectrum of topics from the three body problem and gyroscope theory to bifurcation theory, optimization, control and continuum mechanics of elastic bodies and fluids. For each of the covered topics the...
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Domain Decomposition Methods in Science and Engineering XVIII (Lecture Notes in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2009
These are the proceedings of the 18th international conference on domain decomposition methods in science and engineering, held in Jerusalem, January 12-17, 2008. Domain decomposition methods are iterative methods for solving the often very large linear or nonlinear systems of algebraic equations that arise when various problems in...
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Mathematical Models for Poroelastic Flows (Atlantis Studies in Differential Equations)Atlantis Press, 2013

	The book is devoted to rigorous derivation of macroscopic mathematical models as a homogenization of exact mathematical models at the microscopic level. The idea is quite natural: one first must describe the joint motion of the elastic skeleton and the fluid in pores at the microscopic level by means of classical continuum mechanics, and then...
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Networks: Optimisation and Evolution (Cambridge Series in Statistical and Probabilistic Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2007
Point-to-point vs. hub-and-spoke. Questions of network design are real and involve many billions of dollars. Yet little is known about optimizing design - nearly all work concerns optimizing flow assuming a given design. This foundational book tackles optimization of network structure itself, deriving comprehensible and realistic design principles....
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Elasticity with Mathematica ®: An Introduction to Continuum Mechanics and Linear ElasticityCambridge University Press, 2007
This book is intended for researchers, engineers and students in solid mechanics, materials science and physics who are interested in using the power of modern computing to solve a wide variety of problems of both practical and fundamental significance in elasticity. Extensive use of Mathematica in the book makes available to the reader a range of...
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The Glorious Foods of Greece: Traditional Recipes from the Islands, Cities, and VillagesWilliam Morrow, 2001

	The Glorious Foods of Greece is the magnum opus of Greek cuisine, the first book that takes the reader on a long and fascinating journey beyond the familiar Greece of blue-and-white postcard images and ubiquitous grilled fish and moussaka into the country's many different regions, where local customs and foodways have remaained...
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Display and Interface Design: Subtle Science, Exact ArtCRC Press, 2011

	Technological advances in hardware and software provide powerful tools with the potential to design interfaces that are powerful and easy to use. Yet, the frustrations and convoluted "work-arounds" often encountered make it clear that there is substantial room for improvement. Drawn from more than 60 years of combined experience...
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The Complete Project Management Office HandbookAuerbach Publications, 2003
Today's project managers find themselves in the dual roles of technical expert and business leader. As project management has evolved, the need has emerged for an organizational entity to manage complexities and ensure alignment with business interests. A project management office (PMO) coordinates technical and business facets of project...
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Mycorrhizal Networks (Ecological Studies)Springer, 2015

	The last 25 years have seen significant advances in our understanding of the mycorrhizal fungi that colonize most of the world’s plants, and the mycorrhizal networks that form and extend into the soil beyond plant roots. In addition to a thorough review of recent research on mycorrhizal networks, this book provides readers with...
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Mechanics: From Newton's Laws to Deterministic ChaosSpringer, 2010

	This book covers all topics in mechanics from elementary Newtonian mechanics, the principles of canonical mechanics and rigid body mechanics to relativistic mechanics and nonlinear dynamics. It was among the first textbooks to include dynamical systems and deterministic chaos in due detail. As compared to the previous editions the present...
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